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1. Overview 
The use of Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) has emerged as a promising way to meet future energy demands. Since many regions with 

high direct solar radiation lack fresh water, the combination of large scale solar power production and desalination systems can enable 

new possibilities to provide electricity globally and to provide water locally. Here, a configuration of a CSP plant coupled with 

Humidification-Dehumidification (HDH) desalination systems is outlined.  

3. Simulation Model  
For the simulation model of the HDH system the software 

package TRNSYS® is used. TRNSYS contains weather data for 

many locations and a great variety of components. For the HDH 

desalination plant however new components for the humidifier 

and dehumidifier were developed.  

For the humidifier Merkel’s cooling tower approach was 

integrated. The number of transfer units (NTU) and the air mass-

flow are input parameters. For the dehumidifier model the heat 

exchange for latent and sensible heat are modeled.  

To gain accurate parameters, experiments with a HDH-

desalination prototype were undertaken at the Technische 

Universität München, Germany and in Greece.  

 

4. Simulation Scenarios 
Using a  numerical simulation tool, such as TRNSYS, allows one 

to model the plant’s components and different solar systems. This 

simulation model has been validated with measurement data. 

The simulation can be used to: 

  couple HDH systems with different solar collector types (Fig. 2) 

  couple HDH systems with Concentrated Solar Power Plants 

    to generate water and electricity  (Fig. 3) 

  investigate different HDH layouts to increase plant efficiency 

  determine the expected yearly water output for different 

    locations for different solar field sizes 

2. Plant Configuration 
Concentrating Solar Power Plants contain three main blocks: the 

solar field, the thermal storage and the power block (Fig. 1). In the 

solar field, e.g. parabolic-trough collectors or a solar-tower, direct 

solar radiation is concentrated onto the receiver. The working fluid 

flowing within the receiver is heated and loads the thermal 

storage (e.g. molten salt or concrete) to enable 24-hour operation. 

Thermal energy is then transformed to electricity in the power 

block. The condenser required in the steam cycle acts as the 

brine heater for the desalination plant.  

In HDH systems, the Top Brine Temperature can be lower than in 

conventional thermal desalination plants and requires less 

electrical power resulting in higher electricity output.  
Fig. 1: Schematic Drawing of a CSP coupled with HDH Desalination Plant 
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Fig. 2: Water Production of HDH Desalination Plant with 4.4 m² Vacuum Tube Solar Collectors 

Fig. 3: Cluster Configuration of 10.000 HDH System coupled with CSP,  

 Heat Requirement: 40 MWth, Distillate Output: > 1 Mio m³/a 
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Because of the modular setup of clustered HDH systems, a more 

flexible configuration and operation of both CSP and desalination 

plant is possible.       
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